
Math 222 Solutions to Vector Problems Spring 2013

Problem 1: Find the following: (a) ~a+ 2~b. (b) ‖~b− ~d‖. (c) ~c · ~d. (d) The angle between ~a

and ~c. (e) The line through P (3, 2, 1) and parallel to ~b. (f) ~b×~c. (g) A vector perpendicular

to both ~c and ~d.

Solution (a) ~a+ 2~b = (1, 0, 0) + (0,−2, 4) = (1,−2, 4).

(b) ~b − ~d = (0 − 1,−1 − t, 2 − t2) = (−1,−1 − t, 2 − t2). This has norm equal to√
1 + (1 + t)2 + (2− t2)2.
(c) ~c · ~d = 1(1) + 1(t) + 1(t2) = 1 + t+ t2.
(d) ~a · ~c = 1(1) + 0(1) + 0(1) = 1. Note also that ‖~a‖ = 1 and ‖~c‖ =

√
3. So cos θ = 1√

3
.

(e) The line is parameterized as l(t) = (3, 2, 1) + t(0,−1, 2).

(f) ~b× ~c = (−3, 2, 1) by direct computation.

(g) ~c × ~d = (t2 − t, 1 − t2, t − 1). By the properties of the cross product, ~c × ~d will be

perpendicular to both ~c and ~d, as required.

Problem 2: Find the vertex E in the parallelogram ABCE with A(1, 0, 0), B(0,−1, 2), and
C(3, 2, 1).

Solution To have a parallelogram, we must have ~AB+ ~AE = ~AC. This gives us (−1,−1, 2)+
(e1 − 1, e2, e3) = (2, 2, 1), so (e1, e2, e3) = (3, 3,−1).

Problem 3: Find real numbers s and t such that ~c = s~a+ t~b, if possible.

Solution There are no such numbers. To see why, suppose (1, 1, 1) = s(1, 0, 0) + t(0,−1, 2).
Comparing the first components gives 1 = s. Comparing the second components, 1 = −t,
so t = −1. Comparing the third components, 1 = 2t. If t = −1, then this gives us the
absurdity 1 = −2. It follows that no such s, t can exist.

Problem 4: (a) Find an equation for the line l through A(1, 0, 1) and B(0,−2, 3). (b) Find
an equation for the plane through A and perpendicular to l.

Solution (a) Note that ~b − ~a = (−1,−2, 2). Directly from the formula, we have l(t) =
(1, 0, 1) + t(−1,−2, 2).

(b) Recall that we can get an equation for the plane via ~n · (~x − ~a) = 0, where ~a is any
point in the plane and ~n is a normal vector. Here we take ~n = (−1,−2, 2) so that ~n is
parallel to l. Taking ~a = (1, 0, 1), this gives (−1,−2, 2) · (x1 − 1, x2, x3 − 1) = 0, or

−x1 − 2x2 + 2x3 = 1

Problem 5: (a) Orthogonally project ~b onto ~c. (b) Orthogonally project ~c onto ~b.

Solution (a) Recall that ~b
′′

= λ~c, where λ =
~b·~c
‖c‖2 . In this case, ~b · ~c = 1 and ‖~c‖ =

√
3, giving ~b

′′
= (1/3, 1/3, 1/3). ~b⊥ is everything else: ~b⊥ = (0,−1, 2) − (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) =

(−1/3,−4/3, 5/3).

(b) Now we have ~c
′′

= λ~b, where λ = ~c·~b
‖b‖2 . As before, ~c · ~b = 1 and ‖~b‖ =

√
5, giving

~c
′′

= (0,−1/5, 2/5). ~c⊥ = (1, 1, 1)− (0,−1/5, 2/5) = (1, 6/5, 3/5).
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Problem 6: Find the distance of the point D(1, 0,−3) from the plane −2x−3y+z−5 = 0.
Does D lie above or below the plane?

Solution Recall the formula: d( ~D, ℘) = |~n·( ~D−~a)
‖n‖ , where ~n is a vector normal to the plane

and ~a is some point on the plane ℘. We can read off a normal directly from the equation:
~n = (−2,−3, 1). Note that ‖~n‖ =

√
14. One easy way to find a point is to set x = y = 0.

This gives z − 5 = 0, so (0, 0, 5) lies on the plane. Then ~D − ~a = (1, 0,−8), whence

~n · ( ~D − ~a) = −2− 8 = −10. Putting the pieces together, the distance to the plane is 10√
14

.

D lies below the plane, since the dot product ~n · ( ~D − ~a) is negative.

Problem 7: Given A(1, 0, 0), B(−3, 0, 1), and C(2, 2, 2), let ℘ be the plane through A,B,
and C. (a) Find a normal vector for ℘. (b) Find a defining equation for ℘.

Solution (a) If ~n is normal to the plane, then it is perpendicular to vectors lying in the

plane. In particular, it should be perpendicular to ~AB = (−4, 0, 1) and ~AC = (1, 2, 2). The

cross product ~AB × ~BC will be perpendicular to both. Direct compution shows that the
cross product is (−2, 9,−8), which we can take as a normal vector to the plane.

(b) Given a normal vector and a point on the plane ~a, a defining equation of the plane
is given by ~n · (~x− ~a) = 0. Taking ~a = (1, 0, 0) gives (−2, 9, 8) · (x1 − 1, x2, x3) = 0, or

−2x1 + 9x2 + 8x3 = −2

Problem 8: Do the planes 2x− 3y + z + 5 = 0 and −x+ y + 2z − 3 = 0 intersect? If they
do, find the line of intersection.

Solution Suppose (x, y, z) is a point in the intersection of the planes. Multiplying the
second equation by 2 gives −2x + 2y + 4z − 6 = 0. Adding this to the first equation gives
−y + 5z − 1 = 0. So y = 5z − 1 for any point in the intersection. Substituting back into
the second equation, −x + (5z − 1) + 2z − 3 = 0, so x = 7z − 4. It follows that the line of
intersection can be parameterized as

(x, y, z) = (7z − 4, 5z − 1, z)

There are plenty of points satisfying this—(−4,−1, 0), for instance—so the intersection
is non-empty.

Problem 9: Given points A(1, 0, 0), B(−3, 0, 1), D(2, 2, 2), and E(3, 1, 2), consider B a
parallelepided. (a) What are the points C, F , G, and H? (b) Find the area of the base
ABCD of B. (c) Find the height of B. (d) Find the volume of B.

Solution (a) The sides of B should be parallelograms. This means ~AD+ ~AB = ~AC, ~AE+
~AB = ~AF , ~AD + ~AE = ~AH, and lastly ~BC + ~BF = ~BG. The first gives ~AC = (−3, 2, 3),

so C is the point (−2, 2, 3). The second gives ~AF = (2, 1, 2) + (−4, 0, 1) = (−2, 1, 3), so F

is the point (−1, 1, 3). The third gives ~AH = (2, 1, 2) + (1, 2, 2) = (3, 3, 4), so H is the point

(4, 3, 4). Using the last equation, we have ~BG = (1, 2, 2) + (2, 1, 2) = (3, 3, 4), so G is the
point (0, 3, 5).
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(b) Recall that the area of the base is ‖ ~AB × ~AD‖. In this case, ~AB = (−4, 0, 1) and
~AD = (1, 2, 2), whose cross product we found to be (−2, 9,−8) in a previous problem. Its

norm is
√

149.
(c) The height is simply the part of ~AE parallel to a vector ~n normal to the base par-

allelogram ABCD. To find the distance of E to this plane, we need to know its normal.
A normal is given by ~AB × ~AD, since these vectors lie in the plane. As before, this is

(−2, 9,−8). The distance is then given by ~n·( ~AE)

‖~‖n
. Here, ‖~n‖ =

√
149, and ~AE = (2, 1, 2), so

~n · ~AE = −4 + 9− 16 = −11. This gives a height of 11√
149

.

(d) Recall that the volume is the triple product | ~AE·( ~AB× ~AD)| = |(2, 1, 2)·(−2, 9,−8)| =
| − 4 + 9− 16| = 11.
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